
 

 

 

Dog Shiba Inu Lalafanfan 

Author Lapshina Tatyana @tatyana.toys 

This master class is based on MK for duck Lalafanfan from @decushandmade. 

The body of the toy is taken as the basis. 

 

MATERIALS FOR WORK: 

1. Himalaya Dolfin Baby yarn (or its analogue) gray 80325 - 1 skein. (can be brown) 

White 80301 - a little. 

2. YarnArt Jeans 74-soft pink, you can use any the other is for a sweater, 05 - beige or any other - for 

a bag. 

3. For a bandage - I have a thin bobbin velor gently pink, can be knitted from pale pink plush or 

YarnArt Jeans(74), just choose the hook for your yarn. The number of loops and rows in the bandage 



 

 

choose for yourself, trying on a toy. 

4. Hooks - 4.0 - for toys, 2.0 - for a bandage (or under your yarn). 1.75 - for a handbag. 

5. Knitting needles 3.0 - for sweaters. 

6. Wire for glasses, section 2mm. Can be taken finished round, if any. I made glasses according to mk 

on YouTube (dial in the search - points for toys from wire.) 

7. Spout black, on a secure mount 18*14mm 

8. Black eyes on a secure mount - I have 

14mm, but I think 16mm would be better. What do you will like it more. 

9. Button 1pc, diameter 10-12mm - for a bag. 

10. Buttons or buttons for jackets - 3 pieces of your choice. 

11. Filler. 

12. Scissors 

13. Needle for stitching parts. 

 

With these materials, the toy turns out to be ~ 26cm with ears. Size toys may differ due to the 

density of your knitting and the materials you are using. . 

 

Abbreviations: 

KA - amigurumi ring 

VP - air loop – ch:chain 

SS - connecting post 

PSSN - half-column with a crochet 

RLS - single crochet 

PR - increase 

UB - decrease 

(...) *- repeat the specified number of times. 

 



 

 

 

 

UPPER FEET : 2pcs-grey. 

1r- 6sc in ka 

2p- 6p (12) 

3r- (3sc; inc) * 3 (15) 

4-8r- 15sc (5 rows) 

9r- (3sc; ub) * 3 (12) 

10r- (4sc; ub) * 2 (10) 

Fill quite a bit, only the lower part of the foot. 

Fold in half and knit together 5sc. A thread fasten, cut. 

 



 

 

LEGS-BODY-HEAD: Gray, knit in one piece. 

1r- 6sc in ka 

2p-6inc (12) 

3r- (3sc; inc) * 3 (15) 

4-8r- 15sc (5 rows) 

On the first leg we make SS, cut the thread. On the second we continue to knit the leg: 

9p-1VP, connect the legs of the SS, then knit one leg at a time 

15sc; 1sc in VP; 15sc on the second leg; 1sc in VP. (32) 

10r-(14sc; 2inc) * 2 (36) 

11r- (5sc; inc) * 6 (42) 

12r- (6sc; inc) * 6 (48) 

13-15r- 48sc (3 rows). We stuff the legs. 

16r- (14sc; ub) * 3 (45) 

17r- (13sc; ub) * 3 (42) 

18r- (12sc; ub) * 3 (39) 

(11sbn;ub) * 3 (36) 

20r- (4sc; ub) * 6 (30) 

21r- 30sc 

22r-(3sc;dec)*6 (24) 

In the next row we knit the upper paws. 

Arrange them strictly on the sides of the body and along the row knit legs and body together. 

23r- (2sc; dec) * 6 (18) 

24r- 18 increments (36) 

25r- (2sc; inc) * 12 (48) 

26r- (7sc; inc) * 6 (54) 

27r- (8sc; inc) * 6 (60) 

28-36r-60sc (9 rows) Stuff the body. 

37r- (8sc; ub) * 6 (54) 

38r- (7sc; ub) * 6 (48) 

39r- (6sc; ub) * 6 (42) 

40r- (5sc; ub) * 6 (36)  



 

 

41r- (4sc; ub) * 6 (30)

 

Between 31 and 32 rows insert eyes, between the eyes 7sbn. We fill the head, giving the shape of a 

ball. Especially stuff the neck tightly. 

42r- (3sc; ub) * 6 (24) 

43r- 12decreases (12) 

44r- 6 deductions (6), SS 

Fill your head to the end. Cut the thread, pull remaining loops. Fasten the thread and hide inside. 

 



 

 

EARS: 2 pcs 

For one ear we knit two identical details - one white, the second gray. On the cut off the white part 

of the thread. Not on gray we will bind it. 

1p- dial 2VP in the 2nd loop we knit 3bn. 

2p- 1ch, turn, 3inc (6) 

3p- 1VP, turn, 1sc, inc, 2sc inc, 1sc (8) 

4p- 1VP, turn, 8sc. 

5p- 1VP, turn, 8sc. 

 

 

 

Putting the two pieces together white detail on top. We tie both details sbn. At the beginning, at the 

top and in at the end, knit 2 sbn. Ears sew to the head, in the middle, between the ears 5-6 sc. Ears 

lightly bend when sewing. 



 

 

 

Muzzle: 2 parts in white. 

1r- 6sc in ka 

2p-6inc (12) 

3r- (1sc; inc) * 6 (18) 

4p- 1sc; etc; (2sc; inc) * 5; 1sc (24) 

5p- 3sc; 6pssn; 6sc; 6pssn; 3sc (24), SS. 

The thread can be left more authentic and with it sew to the body. can be cut and sew with white 

cotton thread colors. 

 

 

NOSE: white. 

1r- 6sc in ka 



 

 

2p-6inc (12) 

3r- (3sc; inc) * 3 (15) 

4-5r- 15sc (2 rows) 

Fasten the thread, leave for sewing. 

Insert a black nose between the 2nd and 3rd rows. black thread embroider stripes on the nose. 

 

 

TAIL: grey. 

Dial 5 VP, knit from the 2nd loop 4sc, 1 ch, turn, 3sc, sl-st and beyond SS to the end of the row in a 

circle. A thread fasten, leave for sewing. 

 

 



 

 

ASSEMBLY: 

Sew ears to head in the middle, between the ears 5-6st. 

Ears when sewing on slightly bend. Sew on back in the middle of the tail in the 13th row. Sew two 

identical pieces muzzles close to each other, right under the eyes. Stuff a little filler. Top, middle sew 

a spout between the eyes, stuffing filler. Embroider eyebrows white plush thread in two addition. 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

SWEATER : knitting needles-3.0 edge loop 

l - front loop purl-purl loop reg. (raglan) - nakid, 1 facial, nakid. facial surface - a row of facial, a row 

purl. 

Yarn over in purl row we knit crossed purl loop (for the back wall) so that there are no holes. 

Cast on 53 stitches. 1p- 53 out.  



 

 

 

 

2r- 1cr, 8l, reg., 8l, reg., 15l, reg., 8l, reg., 8l, 1cr. (61) 

3p- 1kr, 59 out, 1kr (61) 

4r-1cr, 9l, reg, 10l, reg, 17l, reg, 10l, reg, 9l, 1cr (69) 

5p- 1kr, 67 out, 1kr (69) 

6r- 1cr, 10l, reg, 12l, reg, 19l, reg, 

12l, reg, 10l 1cr (77) 

7r- 1cr, 75 out, 1cr (77) 

8r- 1cr, 11l, reg, 14l, reg, 21l, reg, 14l, reg, 11l, 1cr (85) 

9r- 1cr, 83 out, 1cr (85) 

10r- 1cr, 12l, reg, 16l, reg, 23l, reg, 16l, reg, 12l, 1cr(93) 

11r- 1kr, 91 out, 1kr (93) 

12r- 1kr, 14l, 18 loops-close, 25l (there will be 

26 loops), 18 loops-close, 13l, 1kr (56) 

13r- 1kr, 14p, dial 5 loops, 26p, dial 5 loops, 14 out, 1 cr (66) 

14-29r (16 rows) - 1kr, facial surface, 1kr (66). 

The last 3-5 rows can be knitted, looks good. 

30r- close all the loops. Put buttons. 

 



 

 

 

 

The length of the jacket can be adjusted by the number of rows. If you need a strap for buttons and 

loops, then the first 3 loops after the edge and the last 3 loops before hem - knit in all rows with 

facial loops. Under the loops, make holes approximately - in 2p, in 14r and in 26r, knitting the last 2 

loops in these rows before the hem together and yarn over. In the next row 

 

Knit this yarn over. 

BAG: hook 1.75 

Dial 15 VP, knit from the 2nd loop 14sbn, then on the second side 

we knit chains 14sc. Next, we knit round 10 rows - 28 sbn. Knitting must 

end in the corner of the bag. Next dial 

a chain from the VP of the desired length (I have this 

- 70 VP). 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Attach the SS to the opposite corner of the bag. By we knit 70sbn in a chain, we connect it with a bag 

of sbn. Further we knit the valve with a swivel and in rows: 

1r- 13sc 

2-4r- 1VP, turn, 13sc. 

5p- 1VP, turn, from the 2nd sc we knit 10sc, dec. 

6r- 1VP, turn, from the 2nd sc we knit 8sc, dec. 

7r- 1VP, turn, from the 2nd sc we knit 6sc, dec. 

8r- 1VP, turn, from the 2nd sc we knit 4sc, dec. 

9r- 1VP, turn, from the 2nd sc we knit 2sc, dec. 

10r- 1VP, turn, from the 2nd sc we knit 1ub. 

Next, we tie the valve - 10sbn one at a time side valve, then connecting tables on the front parts of 

the bag, then 10sc on the second side of the valve, SS. 

Fasten the thread, hide. Sew a button. dress on toy through the legs. 

 

BANDAGE: 

Dial the right amount air loops according to the volume of the head (in me 92 VP), connect in a ring 

(make sure the chain is not twisted). 



 

 

 

We knit in a circle the desired number of rows (y me 14p), SS. Strip width 4.5 cm., 

strip length folded in half form - 17.5-18cm. 

Then we knit in the same way a strip for a bow, only smaller lengths (I have 70 VP, 14 rows). Width 

the main strip and for the bow should be the same width(4.5cm) 

Bow length folded in half 12-13cm. 

Next, we knit a jumper strip for bantha. Dial 16 VP, from the 2nd loop we knit 15sc, 1ch, turn. We 

knit turning rows 6-7 rows. 



 

 

 

The jumper should be 2.5cm by 6cm. Leave long ponytail for stitching. 

Fold the bow strip in half put on top of the main bandage, form a bow jumper bow together with one 

part of the bandage, sew on the wrong side. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

GLASSES: 

I made my own glasses. Can be taken ready, if available. Made from wire locks, section 2mm, 

according to the video master class on youtube channel looking to score - glasses for toys from wire. I 

have a diameter one circle 5 cm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 


